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I Am That 1999-08 that is the kind of popularity the book is enjoying
I Am that 1973 discourses of a hindu religious leader of the navnath sampradaya
I Am that 1973 this collection of the timeless teachings of one of the greatest sages of india sri
nisargadatta maharaj is a testament to the uniqueness of the seer s life and work and is regarded by
many as a modern spiritual classic i am that first published in 1973 continues to draw new audiences and
to enlighten seekers anxious for self realization sri nisargadatta maharaj was a teacher who did not
propound any ideology or religion but gently unwrapped the mystery of the self his message was simple
direct and sublime i am that preserves his dialogs with the followers who came from around the world
seeking guidance in destroying false identities the sage s sole concern was with the human suffering and
the ending of suffering it was his mission to guide the individual to an understanding of his true nature
and the timelessness of being he taught that the mind must recognize and penetrate its own state of
being not being this or that here or there then or now but just timeless being a simple man maharaj was
a householder and petty storekeeper in bombay where he lived and died in 1981 at the age of 84 he had
not been educated formally but came to be respected and loved for his insights into the crux of human
pain and for the extraordinary lucidity of his direct disclosure hundreds of diverse seekers traveled the
globe and sought him out in his unpretentious home in bombay now mumbai to hear him to all of them
he gave hope that beyond the real experience is not the mind but the self the light in which everything
appears the awareness in which everything happens in the humble abode of sri nisargadatta maharaj but
for the electric lights and the noises of the street traffic one would not know in which period of human
history one dwells
I Am that 1999 sri nisargadatta maharaj 1897 1981 a revered master of the tantric nath lineage is an
inspiring example of an ordinary family man who attained complete realization of the infinite his words
carry a rare potency that can jolt the listener or reader into a profound sense of awareness which at the
same time signifies true freedom the freedom from all fear and mental suffering in this volume
nisargadatta clearly demonstrates that logic and spirituality do not necessarily stand in opposition to one
another in a chapter after which this book has been titled nisargadatta relentlessly pursues a logical
argument with the visitor to its very end
I Am that 2012 sri nisargadatta mabaraj met his guru sri siddharameshwar maharaj at the age of 34 in
1933 three years later sri nisargadatta realised himself as the supreme reality the transcendental self
through earnestly heeding the words of his guru he discovered he was that which is unmanifest and
eternal beyond the bondage of name form shape and size for many years thousands of people came
from all over india and the world to listen to sri nisargadatta s teachings his influence is still as powerful
today as it was when he gave regular talks four decades ago his legendary plain speaking way and
heartfelt commitment to assisting those on the direct path will affect anyone serious about self
realisation and the transfiguration of consciousness in this book of key spiritual teachings the great
advaita master teaches us that we are suffering because we identify ourselves as a body because of our
body identity we feel separate from what we truly are our self identification with the body and mind
subjects us to endless cycles of pleasure and pain desire and fear which cause us to sear ch beyond
ourselves for that which we believe we lack according to sri nisargadatta all conditions all names and
appearances emerge from ignorance and imagination from the mind s assumptions assumptions due to
not enquiring and therefore not appreciating the nature of reality when we realise that we are not limited
to the body we find that we are already free needing no liberation we discover that we are not only free
but infinite and boundless what sri nisargadatta maharaj taught was a dependable and unpretentious
means of freedom through understanding to be and to know of one s beingness or consciousness is
central to his teaching remembering that we are is our only real capital in the spiritual search this abiding
deeply in our existence through nondual meditation to reach the source of the i am we know so well is
the heart of nisarga yoga this i am ness is the substance of our entire world all that we know owes its
birth to consciousness and it is the portal to the absolute when we are no longer a slave of body
consciousness we realise ourselves as universal consciousness pure awareness our preoccupation with
the known ceases and we find the natural state nisarga was present all along we are this stateless state
and the universe is our creative outpouring
I am that I am : a tribute to Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj 2006-11 sri nisargadatta maharaj 1897 1981
one of the most important spiritual preceptors of the twentieth century lived and taught in a small
apartment in the slums of bombay india a realized master of the tantric nath lineage maharaj had a wife
and four children for many years he supported himself and his family by selling cheap goods in a small
booth on the streets outside his tenement his life was a telling parable of the absolute non duality of
being the profound yet simple words of this extraordinary teacher are designed to jolt us into awareness
of our original nature like the zen masters of old nisargadattaês style is abrupt provocative and
immensely profound cutting to the core and wasting little effort on the trigger shifts in consciousness just
by gearing or even reading them a study stream of indians and westerners those fortunate enough to
discover maharaj during his lifetime came to sit at his feet in the small loft where he received visitors in
the tradition of the sage ramana maharishi he shared the highest truth of non duality in his own unique



way from the depths of his own realization in this volume nisargadatta provides advanced instructions for
spiritual aspirants the ultimate medicine is not for those who like their spirituality watered down but for
serious students who will find herein powerful antidotes to unawareness
The Experience Of Nothingness Sri Nisargadatta Maharaja`S Talks On Realizing The Infinite
2003-01-30 the nisargadatta gita was first released on the internet in february 2008 since then it has
been acclaimed worldwide as one of the best expositions of the teachings of sri nisargadatta maharaj
and used as a meditation manual by many the essence of the teaching has been expressed in a very
clear and lucid style the nisargadatta gita gita has only one chapter i am which consists of 231
condensed quotes of sri nisargadatta maharaj along with a short commentary on each quote these
quotes have been prepared from a collection of 572 i am quotes compiled from 10 main books beginning
with i am that which cover almost all the recorded dialogues of sri nisargadatta maharaj this third edition
is the first official printed version and has an appendix titled i am that a realization which is a tribute to
the guru by his disciple
I Am Not the Body 2020 覚醒の巨星 現代随一の聖典と絶賛され 読み継がれてきたニサルガダッタ マハラジの対話録 ついに本邦初訳
The Ultimate Medicine 2008-01-01 sri nisargadatta maharaj 1897 1981 a revered master of the tantric
nath lineage is an inspiring example of an ordinary family man who attained complete realization of the
infinte living the absolute nonduality of being in every moment he taught that true freedom is a possiblity
open to everyone of us these discourses are about transcendence the massage is clear return to what
you were before before your so called birth be in that eternity a state of wholeness it is changeless
reality from which all change has sprung maharaj s wisdom is truely partaking of the gods because it
restores us to our original pristine and blissful condition the rediscovery of our source
Seeds of Consciousness 1999-09-01 experience afresh the true essence of his teaching recently some
long forgotten tapes of nisargadatta maharaj s talks were unearthed from the archives of s k
mullarpattan maharaj s interpreter for the longest time these tapes contained recordings of some of
maharaj s talks with seekers held during the last two years of his life they capture afresh the essence and
flavour of the teachings of this world renowned master of advaita the hindu philosophy of non duality
these dialogues find a new relevance for our times for in one of these talks maharaj made a special
reference to his earlier book i am that and said that book and whatever was expounded at that time was
only relevant for that period i am speaking differently today as a matter of fact this should also have
been recorded and published as it is in greater detail and is emphasizing different aspects more than 25
years later that wish of nisargadatta maharaj is being fulfilled with the publication of these talks in
beyond freedom this is a book all devotees of maharaj will want to read with ardent fervour and
enthusiasm
The Nisargadatta Gita 2013-05 experience afresh the true essence of his teaching recently some long
forgotten tapes of nisargadatta maharaj s talks were unearthed from the archives of s k mullarpattan
maharaj s interpreter for the longest time these tapes contained recordings of some of maharaj s talks
with seekers held during the last two years of his life they capture afresh the essence and flavour of the
teachings of this world renowned master of advaita the hindu philosophy of non duality these dialogues
find a new relevance for our times for in one of these talks maharaj made a special reference to his
earlier book i am that and said that book and whatever was expounded at that time was only relevant for
that period i am speaking differently today as a matter of fact this should also have been recorded and
published as it is in greater detail and is emphasizing different aspects more than 25 years later that wish
of nisargadatta maharaj is being fulfilled with the publication of these talks in beyond freedom this is a
book all devotees of maharaj will want to read with ardent fervour and enthusiasm
アイ・アム・ザット私は在る 2005-06 with this the final volume of a trilogy nisargadatta clearly demonstrates that
logic and spirituality do not necessarily stand in opposition to one another in a chapter after which this
book has been titled nisargadatta relentlessly pursues a logical argument with his visitor to its very end
showing that until there is transcendence of all thought logic remains fully valid and should be pursued
rigorously
Seeds of Consciousness 1997 his holy lines nisargadatta maharaj s charismatic words the great indian
spiritual leader and philosopher of advaita sri nisargadatta maharaj is the author of the modern day
classic i am that from the living room of his house in mumbai suburbs this self realized master became
famous for brilliant aphoristic extemporized talks in which he taught an austere minimalist jnana yoga
based on his own experience this book his holy lines nisargadatta maharaj s charismatic words has the
exemplary collection of divinely charming words from this famous visionary
Nectar of Immortality 2003-01-30 the ultimate medicine is not for those who like their spirituality
watered down but for serious students searching for awareness sri nisargadatta maharaj 1897 1981 lived
and taught in a small apartment in the slums of bombay a realized master of the tantric nath lineage he
supported himself and his family by selling cheap goods in a small booth on the streets outside his
tenement for many years his life exemplified the concept of absolute nonduality of being in this volume
maharaj shares the highest truth of nonduality in his own unique way his teaching style is abrupt
provocative and immensely profound cutting to the core and wasting little effort on inessentials his terse



but potent sayings are known for their ability to trigger shifts in consciousness just by hearing or reading
them the point is that man freed from his fetters is morality personified such a man therefore does not
need any moralistic injunctions in order to live righteously free a man from his bondage and thereafter
everything else will take care of itself on the other hand man in his unredeemed state cannot possibly
live morally no matter what moral teaching he is given it is an intrinsic impossibility for his very
foundation is immorality that is he lives a lie a basic contradiction functioning in all his relationships as
the separate entity he believes himself to be whereas in reality no such separation exists his every action
therefore does violence to other selves and other creatures which are only manifestations of the unitary
consciousness so society had to invent some restraints in order to protect itself from its own worst
excesses and thereby maintain some kind of status quo the resulting arbitrary rules which vary with
place and time and therefore are purely relative it calls morality and by upholding this man invented idea
as the highest good oftentimes sanctioned by religious revelation and scriptures society has provided
man with one more excuse to disregard the quest for liberation or relegate it to a fairly low priority in his
scheme of things
Ich bin 1997 when i see i am nothing that is wisdom when i see i am everything that is love my life is a
movement between these two nisargadatta maharaj from a humble room in a chawl at khetwadi in
girgaum mumbai sri nisargadatta maharaj s 1897 1981 teaching reached out to spiritual seekers in india
and across the globe with the publication of i am that the 1973 english translation of his talks in marathi
by maurice frydman he started taking disciples in 1951 only after a personal revelation from his guru sri
siddharameshwar maharaj nisargadatta maharaj with his direct and minimalistic explanation of non
duality is considered one of the foremost exponents of advaita after he stopped going to his shop in 1966
maharaj continued to receive and teach visitors in his home giving discourses twice a day until his death
at the age of eighty four years many spiritual luminaries and well known writers have acknowledged the
impact his words have had on their lives among those who have come together to pay homage to him
here are swami tejomayananda alan jacobs pujya gurudevshri rakeshbhai gangaji jack kornfield stephen
wolinsky mooji and master charles cannon others have graciously shared their collection of maharaj s
photographs with you in this pictorial tribute
Beyond Freedom 2007 los dialogos que forman este libro son una recopilacion de la intemporal
ensenanza de uno de los sabios mas grandes de la india sri nisargadatta maharaj no propuso ninguna
religion ni tampoco ideologia alguna limitandose a desvelar suavemente el misterio del ser con su
mensaje a la vez sencillo directo y sublime la unica preocupacion de nisargadatta era acabar con el
sufrimiento humano y su mision fue guiar al individuo hacia la comprension de su verdadera naturaleza
el ser todo abarcante y todo penetrante eterna bienaventuranza y felicidad sin limites de la cual surge
todo cuanto existe
Meditations with Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj 2014-09-01 using philosophy mathematics theology
quantum mechanics and personal stories the i of god takes the reader on a journey from being in a
relationship with god to being god ourselves in our world the f word is more acceptable than the g word
because we have consigned god to the realm of religious propaganda as opposed to the realm of living
the i of god removes god from being the old man who sits up in the sky judging us to putting us in the
drivers seat this is not a religious spiritual book but a book about how tough it is to realize our potential
as humans it requires courage to be ourselves and not go by our beliefs about who we should be the i of
god shows how we understand our creative divinity by experiencing our human qualities our conscious
ability to daydream have drives tell stories remember our histories and have personal spiritual and
cultural views of the world are a reflection of our godliness at the primordial level
Beyond Freedom - Talks with Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj 2007-08-01 a course in miracles can be difficult to
understand on first reading as it is written on quite a high intellectual level it can help to read some
introductory material alongside a study of the course this series of articles and diagrams is presented
with that in mind this ebook begins with some brief introductory material covering how a course in
miracles came what it is and a summary with charts it is followed by a collection of 33 articles and
diagrams i have written over recent years they explore many of the themes found in the course including
the metaphysical and practical teachings at the end of this book you will find two bonus chapters healing
ourselves and the ladder of forgiveness excerpts from two of my other books healing the cause and the
findhorn book of forgiveness a course in miracles has been the inspiration for this book what i have
written is my own interpretation of some of the principles in the course and as such it cannot match the
depth and purity of the original teaching if you find my writings of interest i would encourage you to
study the course s teaching for which there can be no substitute
The Experience of Nothingness 1996-06-30 私たちの生はどうしてこうも空虚 断片的で 混乱したものになってしまったのか たんなる言葉でも観念でも
ない 全的な自由と生の変容は果たして可能なのだろうか 本書でクリシュナムルティは私たちの苦悩 悲しみ 痛み 恐怖のまさにその根源にメスを入れ セルフ 思考の罠と自己欺瞞を暴き出す 一切
の権威 判断 逃避を排してじかにそれを見 見ることによって条件づけが脱落するとき 何が起こるのか 彼は読者をその探求への旅へと誘う m ルティエンスが彼の教えへの最適のガイドとすべく
最大限の情熱を込めて円熟期の講話記録から編集したエッセンス集
HIS HOLY LINES - NISARGADATTA MAHARAJ’S CHARISMATIC WORDS 2011-07-12 1000 is the 820
page complete guide to locs levels of consciousness and the stages of awakening 1000 is a uniquely



accessible breakthrough book that explains the complete spiritual path from beginning to end students of
meditation prayer self inquiry enlightenment non duality advaita yoga and eastern religion will find it to
be an unusually spirited fiercely candid passionate work
The Ultimate Medicine 2014-08-01 what is the nature of reality contrary to what almost all human
beings presently believe we do not live in a physical universe because as the nature of reality explains
physical reality is just an appearance that is being created by our minds and then superimposed by
projection upon the non physical reality that is both actually there and what we really are the problem
that arises as a result of believing physical reality to be the reality that is actually there is that that
mistaken belief causes physical reality to function like a misperceived reflection to continuously obscure
one s own reality from their awareness thereby effectively trapping one s awareness in what is nothing
more than a mind generated experiential dream that is neither the reality that is actually there nor the
reality that one really is the nature of reality was written to provide you with the opportunity to free
yourself from that experiential dream and from the suffering being trapped in that dream produces by
using fundamental scientific facts to demonstrate that physical reality is not the reality that is actually
there where it appears to be so you can rid your mind of the false belief in physical reality that it is
inadvertently using to convert physical reality into a delusion that continuously hides from your
awareness the non physical reality you really are whether you know it or not your awareness is presently
trapping itself in a mind generated experiential dream as a function of what is nothing more than a
mistaken belief the question is are you ready to loosen your grip on that belief so you can begin to wake
up and become aware of the reality you really are
Sri Nisargadatta Maharaj - A Tribute 2003-01 this book selfless self has been published in response to
demand for an edition in normal text format free of capitals and with no bold fonts it offers a continuous
flow for fresh absorption the content is the same as the earlier edition sri ramakant maharaj was with his
master sri nisargadatta maharaj from 1962 selfless self is a companion to i am that this tangibly powerful
life transforming book addresses the ultimate questions of who am i why am i here what is the purpose of
existence never before has truth been revealed in such a simple piercing and direct way herein is a road
map for self discovery that will if followed take the reader home it is a one way ticket unless of course
you are happy to enter another dream this book reveals the story of the reader the story of oneness it is
a universal story a spiritography and it is your story just read it and see all that is needed is acceptance
and then slowly silently permanently your reality will be awakened a timeless classic
YO SOY ESO 1982 he held no degree and could not claim any special lineage modern day sage and
teacher bill lindley encouraged everyone to go ahead and look for themselves reinvent the spiritual
wheel and then integrate one s spiritual life into his or her everyday life known as ahimsananda bill wrote
truth on the run the last year of his life after being diagnosed with cancer when writing these essays bill
demonstrated an urgency and single mindedness never seen in all the forty years he and his life partner
were together a fierce earnestness became his compass on a daily basis as exemplified by his guru
nisargadatta maharaj a rich account of his life experiences as a former christian monk gone too
independent easily guides the reader through religious tradition and difficult concepts such as non
duality this is the enlarged 2nd edition
Pointers from Nisargadatta Maharaj 1987 why should mindfulness and meditation be taught at
universities what impact could the establishment of such programs have on students and on the
education system itself andreas de bruin showcases the remarkable results of the first ten years of the
munich model mindfulness and meditation in a university context a program started in the year 2010 in
which 2000 students have already participated through meditation journal entries featured in the book
students describe the effects of mindfulness and meditation on their studies and in their daily lives in
addition to an overview of cutting edge research into mindfulness and meditation along with in depth
analyses and explanations of key terms the book also contains numerous practical exercises with
instructions
The Nectar of the Lord's Feet 2017-12-07 an exploration of the personal and spiritual truths revealed
through lsd reveals that lsd visions weave an ongoing story from trip to trip shows that trips progress
through three stages personal issues and pre birth consciousness ego loss and on to the sacred explores
psychedelic use throughout history including the mass hallucinations common in the middle ages and the
early therapeutic use of lsd toward the end of his fifties christopher gray took for the first time in years a
100 microgram acid trip so extraordinary and to his surprise so enjoyable were the effects that he began
to take the same dose in the same way quietly and on his own once every two to three weeks in the acid
diaries gray details his experimentation with lsd over a period of three years and shares the startling
realization that his visions were weaving an ongoing story from trip to trip revealing an underlying reality
of personal and spiritual truths following the theories of stanislav grof and offering quotes from others
experiences that parallel his own including those of aldous huxley albert hofmann and gordon wasson he
shows that trips progress through three stages the first dealing with personal issues and pre birth
consciousness the second with ego loss often with supernatural overtones and the third with sacred
spiritual and even apocalyptic themes pairing his experiences with an exploration of psychedelic use



throughout history including the ergot spawned mass hallucinations that were common through the
middle ages and the early use of lsd for therapeutic purposes gray offers readers a greater
understanding and appreciation for the potential value of lsd not merely for transpersonal growth but
also for spiritual development
The I of God 2017-05-05 the unborn gita is based on the teachings of sri nisargadatta maharaj it
originally began through a series of postings on a facebook group called the unborn group there was only
one theme i am unborn that was reiterated into different statements of truth that lead to the creation of
the unborn gita or the song of the unborn
A Course in Miracles - Explanations of Major Themes 2007-06-29 i came to this earth so that i could find
my way back to the beloved rumi who am i offers answers to anyone searching for a greater
understanding of who we are and why we are here and not only that the uplifting vibrational wisdom it
contains enables a true experience of the self who am i is a refreshing read as it crosses all barriers not
limited by any belief system philosophy religion spirituality or genre it speaks to us all this book is not
just another self help book offering guidance advice or quick fix tips for living who am i is alive with
presence purity energy truth and light this beautiful self transforming gift has the power to awaken
readers to feel the magic in their everyday existence and realize that life is much more than it appears to
be who am i is also a love story depicting the lover in search of the beloved taking us on an illuminating
and impassioned journey of self discovery the search ends when truth and love shine from within and
light the way back home to the self where in quietude the ultimate reality that we are that we have
always been and will always be is revealed if readers absorb the knowledge and follow the suggested
practices slowly but surely they will be liberated from who they once thought they were and then finally
with conviction they will realize their true nature which is complete immortal infinite presence and part of
the one reality we all share who am i is written in a simple light and humorous style while the content
addresses some heavyweight existential questions it is intermingled with references to contemporary
lifestyle and celebrities to produce an easy to read captivating book for all ages
既知からの自由 2024-04-09 sailor bob adamson travelled to india in the 70 s where he met with sri nisargadatta
maharaj bob s search ended in the presence of nisargadatta nisargadatta pointed to the reality the
actuality that i am now i abide as that sailor bob adamson what you are in essence is self shining pure
intelligence the very idea of shining implies a movement movement is energy so i call it pure intelligence
energy it is shining through your eyes you cannot say what it is and you cannot negate it either it is no
thing it cannot be objectified it expresses itself ever fresh and ever new constantly if you stay with the
question who am i or that i am thought then it must be seen and recognized that it is only a thought it is
not the reality it is an expression of the mind without that thought i am see what is prior to it is it stillness
is it silence or is there vibrancy about it a livingness a self shinning ness
1000: The Levels of Consciousness and the Stages of Awakening 2023-10-03 the aim of this book
is to study certain meditation methods followed not only by religious traditions or metaphysical
movements that are still alive nowadays like advaita vedanta kabbalah within the jewish tradition
christianity or islam particularly sufism but also practiced by other currents or schools that even though
already gone significantly influenced the west this is the case of neoplatonism or stoicism whose
influence was felt by ancient and medieval christianity or greco egyptian hermetism which played an
important role in the european cultural renaissance from the 15th century on a special consideration has
been given to christian tradition introducing some of the most representative authors of recollection and
their meditation methods este libro tiene por finalidad el estudio de ciertos métodos de meditación
seguidos no solo por tradiciones religiosas o movimientos metafísicos que continúan vivos actualmente
como el vedanta advaita la cábala en la tradición judía el cristianismo o el islám particularmente el
sufismo sino practicados también por otras corrientes o escuelas que aunque ya desaparecidas
influyeron significativamente en occidente es el caso del neoplatonismo o del estoicismo cuya influencia
se dejó sentir en el cristianismo antiguo y medieval o del hermetismo greco egipcio que tuvo un papel
destacado en el renacimiento cultural europeo a partir del siglo xv especial consideración se ha dado a la
tradición cristiana mostrando algunos de los autores más representativos del recogimiento y de su
método de meditación
The Nature of Reality 2016-10-26 this book is focused on work occupation and career development
themes that are fundamental to a wide range of human activities and relevant across all cultures yet
theorizing and model building about this most ubiquitous of human activities from international
perspectives have not been vigorous an examination of the literature pertaining to career development
counseling and guidance that has developed over the last fifty years reveals theorizing and model
building have been largely dominated by western epistemologies some of the largest workforces in the
world are in the developing world career guidance is rapidly emerging as a strongly felt need in these
contexts if more relevant models are to be developed frameworks from other cultures and economies
must be recognized as providing constructs that would offer a deeper understanding of career
development this does not mean that existing ideas are to be discarded instead an integrative approach
that blends universal principles with particular needs could offer a framework for theorizing research and



practice that has wider relevance the central objective of this handbook is to draw the wisdom and
experiences of different cultures together to consider both universal and specific principles for career
guidance and counseling that are socially and economically relevant to contemporary challenges and
issues this book is focused on extending existing concepts to broader contexts as well as introducing new
concepts relevant to the discipline of career guidance and counseling
Selfless Self 2023-08-14 人生とは不安定で不確実なものだと受け入れ 快くとどまることが勇気なのだ セレブに支持される世界的スピリチュアル ティーチャーの教えを 山川
夫妻の名訳で学ぶ 真の勇気を得て幸せをつかむための指南書
Truth on the Run 2021-04-30
Mindfulness and Meditation at University 2010-09-24
The Acid Diaries 2020-01-16
The Unborn Gita 2022-04-11
Who Am I ? 2001
What's Wrong with Right Now Unless You Think about It? 2014-08-29
History of Non-dual Meditation Methods 2014-02-08
Handbook of Career Development 2014-10-30
Courage 勇気
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